
Smart watch REDMI-Smart Band 2 GL Ivory

Available sizes Reference number Ean number Quantity

Suggested retail price: 35.99 € s DPH

Description

Redmi smart watch. With its modern design, stylish watches are suitable as women's and men's smart watches.
They have a compact design with a display with a diagonal of 1.47" and a resolution of 172 x 320 pixels (fineness
247 ppi). The advantage is the possibility of setting the design of the dial to your own preference from more than a
hundred options.

The fitness bracelet has a thin silicone strap that adapts to you. It has a very low weight, only 26.4g. It has several
functions that you can use in everyday life or during exercise. The Redmi watch does not have GPS support, but it
has 5 ATM water resistance. Connection using Bluetooth 5.1.

The smart watch has a LiPO battery, 210mAh. The charging time is approximately 2 hours and with normal use they
last up to 14 days. They do not support NFC. They have 192 KB of RAM and 8 MB of Norwegian Flash ROM. They are
also a suitable choice as a gift for various occasions.

The smart bracelet has the following functions:

pedometer
calories burned
distance covered
measurements of more than 30 types of sports activities
heart rate measurement
detection of blood oxygenation level SpO2
stress monitoring
monitoring and evaluation of sleep

Product details:

women's or men's smart watches
compact design
connection using Bluetooth 5.1
display Vibrant 1.47" TFT display with a diagonal of 1.47"
the possibility to set your watch face from more than a hundred options
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they do not support GPS
they do not support NFC
silicone strap
battery: LiPo 210mAh
charging time: 2 hours
maximum duration: 14 days
water resistance: 5 ATM
RAM memory: 192KB
ROM memory: 8 MB
resolution: 172 x 320px
Fineness: 247 ppi
weight: 26.4g
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